Fly Fishing New Mexico Guides. Photos & Videos. NM Fishing Photos. The Chama is probably one of the West's most undiscovered and diverse trout rivers. Starting in the mountains on the Colorado border, it flows as a freestone stream for many miles through high mountain forests and meadows. Below El Vado reservoir, it runs for over thirty miles through rugged, multi-colored sandstone canyons and rough terrain with limited access. Few would consider it a fly fishing destination; and instead dream of standing in the storied rivers of Montana, Colorado or Idaho. However the collective dreams of thousands of anglers have made for big crowds on the rivers to the north. These days, if you're planning on a fishing trip to Colorado, it's a good idea to bring your own rock to stand on! Here in the mountains of New Mexico, trout abound in our streams and rivers. And since the droves of anglers have gone north for their vacations, it's still possible to find yourself surrounded by wildlife and big trout—but not other fisherman. J